13 Tammuz, 5776 / 19 July, 2016

Ever-growing numbers of Non-Jews around the world are becoming interested in observing their Seven Commandments for the Children of Noah. This brings a great need for authoritative material in print and on the Internet from which Non-Jews can learn how to observe the Torah-based Noahide Code correctly in G-d’s eyes. There is also a great need for involvement of G-d fearing, Torah-observant rabbis and laypersons who are dedicated to the proper development of this movement, who can correctly teach these precepts, answer questions about them, and provide reliable personal guidance for Non-Jews.

I am providing this letter to explicitly state my long-standing approbation of Dr. Michael Schulman (Executive Director of Ask Noah International) as a teacher and advisor in matters of the Noahide Code, and his organization’s web site Asknoah.org. The foundation of his teachings and advice is my authorized book of Torah laws for Non-Jews, The Divine Code (2nd Edition). I thoroughly reviewed the English text of this book before its publication, and its contents have my full support. The halachic meaning of “Gentile” throughout this book is a Non-Jew.

Rabbi Moshe Weiner
Jerusalem